
EVROPSKI GOSPODARSKI PROSTOR

NADZORNI ORGAN EFTA

Poziv k predložitvi pripomb na podlagi člena 1(2) dela I Protokola 3 o Sporazumu o nadzoru in
sodišču o državni pomoči v zvezi z norveškim energetskim skladom (zadeva 57473, prej 47756)

(2005/C 196/08)

Z Odločbo 122/05/COL z dne 18. maja 2004 v verodostojnem jeziku na straneh, ki sledijo temu povzetku,
je Nadzorni organ Efte začel postopek v skladu s členom 1(2) dela I Protokola 3 k Sporazumu med drža-
vami Efte o ustanovitvi Nadzornega organa in Sodišča (Sporazum o nadzoru in sodišču). Norveška vlada je
bila obveščena na podlagi kopije odločbe.

Nadzorni organ Efte poziva države Efte, države članice EU in zainteresirane stranke, da v enem mesecu od
objave tega obvestila predložijo svoje pripombe o zadevnem ukrepu na:

Efta Surveillance Authority
35, Rue Belliard
B-1040 Brussels

Te pripombe bodo sporočene norveški vladi. Zainteresirana stranka, ki predloži pripombe, lahko v pisni
obliki zahteva zaupno obravnavo svojih podatkov, pri čemer navede razloge za to zahtevo.

POVZETEK

Postopek

S pismom z dne 5. junija 2003 so norveški organi obvestili
Nadzorni organ Efte (v nadaljevanju „organ“) v skladu s členom
1(3) Protokola 3 o Sporazumu o nadzoru in sodišču o spre-
membah dveh obstoječih shem pomoči, imenovanih „Podporni
program za uvedbo nove energetske tehnologije“ in „Informa-
cijski in izobraževalni ukrepi na področju energetske učinkovi-
tosti“.

Opis ukrepa pomoči

Norveška je že pred veljavnostjo Sporazuma EGP izvajala „Pod-
porni program za uvedbo nove energetske tehnologije“, s
katerim je norveška vlada finančno podprla uvedbo tehnologije
obnovljive energije. Norveška je iz druge sheme, „Informacijski
in izobraževalni ukrepi na področju energetske učinkovitosti“,
podprla kampanje in tečaje o energetski učinkovitosti za indu-
strijo, poslovne in gospodinjske sektorje.

Shemi sta že spremenjeni: najprej sta bili združeni v sklopu
novega mehanizma financiranja, energetskega sklada. Drugič,
se novi sklad ne more financirati le iz subvencij državnega
proračuna, ampak tudi iz dajatev na tarife za dobavo električne
energije. Tretjič, bi energetski sklad lahko upravljal nedavno

ustanovljeni upravni organ Enova, ki je last norveške države.
Upravni organ je dejaven od 1. januarja 2002, tj. od dne, ko je
bil ustanovljen energetski sklad.

Energetski sklad naj bi spodbujal varčevanje z energijo in
okolju primerno energijo, oba skupaj pa naj bi do konca leta
2010 pomenila najmanj 10 TWh.

Podpora, priglašena in uporabljena pred Sklepom

Norveška na področju investicijske pomoči za pridobivanje
obnovljive energije podpira energetske projekte, določene v členu
2 Direktive 2001/77/ES kot obnovljive vire energije. Vodna
energija ni upravičena za prejemanje pomoči. Enova obraču-
nava podporo kot sedanjo vrednost razlike med proizvodnimi
stroški projekta in tržno ceno ustrezne energije v času investi-
ranja, tj. uporablja izračun neto sedanje vrednosti. Cena ener-
gije, ki je bila izbrana za izračun neto sedanje vrednosti, je ali
vzeta od nordijske energetske borze Nordpool, ali je, v primeru
razdelitve ogrevanja, cena, ki jo končni porabniki plačajo za
energijo, pridobljeno iz fosilnih goriv. Ko je bila v skladu z
informacijo, ki je na voljo organu, shema vzpostavljena, ni bilo
sprejetih nobenih pravil, ki bi podrobno navajala stroške, pred-
vsem v zvezi s financiranjem, za katere Enova meni, da so
upravičeni.
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Po mnenju norveških organov mora projekt prejeti le tolikšen
znesek pomoči, ki je potreben za sprožitev projekta, tj. da vodi
do pozitivne odločitve za investicije. Vendar podporni meha-
nizem sklada ni vseboval določb glede tega, kdaj je bil učinek
sprožitve dosežen, tj. ko projekt doseže nično neto sedanjo
vrednost. Nobenih določenih omejitev ni bilo, ki so prepreče-
vale državno podporo, navedeno v tej točki. Vsak projekt je bil
tudi upravičen do povračila kapitala, ki je bil določen na stopnji
7 % z dodatkom premije za tveganje, odvisno od vrste projekta
in zadevne energije.

Podporni ukrepi za varčevanje z energijo so izračunani na
enako neto sedanjo vrednost metode obračunavanja, kakor se
uporablja v projektih za obnovljivo energijo. Tretja kategorija
podpornih ukrepov zadeva pomoč za nove projekte energetske
tehnologije, ki zadevajo projekte in ti, medtem ko se ustvarja
prihodek, še vedno potrebujejo nadaljnji razvoj.

Enova je nadalje podpirala nekaj informacijskih in izobraže-
valnih programov, nekateri izmed teh so se zaključili 1. janu-
arja 2004. Nadalje je podpirala podjetja s svetovalnimi storit-
vami na področju energetske učinkovitosti. Enova je pri vsaj
nekaterih od the programov uživala diskrecijo. Poleg tega vodi
Enova v lokalnih občinah program za izboljšanje znanja o ener-
getskem načrtovanju.

Trajanje energetskega sklada je predvideno do 31. decembra
2010. Do datuma Sklepa je večina podpornih projektov Enova
pod pragom de minimis ali zadeva nakupe (tj. za marketinške
kampanje o energetski učinkovitosti), ki jih je Enova izvajala v
skladu s pravili javnih naročil.

Pripombe norveških organov in predlagane spremembe
sistema

Norveški organi poudarjajo, da predlagani izračun neto sedanje
vrednosti lahko zagotovi, da podporni projekti ne morejo
prejeti več pomoči kot „posebne investicijske stroške“ za prido-
bivanje obnovljive energije, četudi ni bila narejena nobena
prava primerjava s tradicionalno jedrsko elektrarno. Norveška
je predlagala določene spremembe sistema z namenom, da se
sistem energetskega sklada uskladi z določbami o državni
pomoči Sporazuma EGP.

Za podporo obnovljive energije, to predvsem zadeva obvezo
subvencioniranja le tolikšnega zneska pomoči, da bo projekt z
negativno sedanjo vrednostjo dosegel nično neto sedanjo vred-
nost. Z izjemo biomas, ki bi lahko prejele višjo podporo, bo
Enova spoštovala prag v točki (54) okoljskih smernic organov
(z omejevanjem podpore z razliko med proizvodnimi stroški in
tržno ceno zadevne energije) in nadalje omejila pomoč za
depreciacijo naprave. Operativni stroški projektov za obnov-
ljivo energijo, ki so višji kot operativni stroški tradicionalnih
virov energije, niso upravičeni za prejemanje pomoči. Neod-
visni strokovnjak naj bi izračunal potrebno povračilo kapitala,

upravičene investicijske stroške pa je treba vzeti od odločbe
Evropske komisije N 75/2002 — Finska. Za ukrepe varčevanja
z energijo bo Enova uporabila poseben izračun stroškov v
skladu s točko (25) in (32) okoljskih smernic organov, tj. s
primerjanjem projekta s projektom, brez naprave za varčevanje
z energijo. Norveška bo v zvezi z informacijskim in izobraže-
valnim podpornim ukrepom organe obvestila o prihodnjih
programih. Podporo lokalnih občin je treba omejiti na funkcijo
javnih služb občin.

Državna pomoč v skladu s členom 61(1) Sporazuma EGP

Organ upošteva začetno stališče, da so zgornji ukrepi državna
pomoč v smislu člena 61(1) Sporazuma EGP. Subvencije iz
državnega proračuna in tudi dajatev na tarife za dobavo, pome-
nijo državna sredstva. Dajatev vpelje in upravlja država ter
prispeva k skladu, ki ga je ustanovila država, pri čemer koristi
posebnim podjetjem, na primer proizvajalcem obnovljive ener-
gije.

V zvezi z informacijskimi in izobraževalnimi ukrepi, ki jih je
Enova podpirala v preteklosti, Organ ugotavlja, da je Enova za
največ programov uživala veliko diskrecijo, kar v skladu s
sodno prakso zadostuje, da so določena podjetja postavljena v
ugodnejši položaj kot druga in se podpora spremeni v selek-
tiven, nasprotno splošen, ukrep. Prejemniki so aktivni na
področjih, za katera obstaja trgovina v EGP. Podpora izkrivlja
ali bi lahko izkrivljala konkurenco in vplivala na trgovino med
pogodbenicami. Shema energetskega sklada kot pomoč pred-
stavlja nezakonito pomoč v skladu s členom 1(f) dela II Proto-
kola 3 k Sporazumu o nadzoru in sodišču.

Združljivost v skladu s členom 61(3)(c) Sporazuma EGP
skupaj z okoljskimi smernicami organov

Organ v svojem sklepu pripravi ločeno oceno sistema energet-
skega sklada, kot je priglašen in uporabljen pred Sklepom, in o
sistemu s spremembami, ki jih je predlagala Norveška.

Podpora, priglašena in uporabljena pred Sklepom

Organ meni, da je podpora za pridobivanje obnovljive energije
investicijska pomoč, ki mora prejeti podporo v skladu z načeli
v točkah (27) in (32) okoljskih smernic. Dvomi organa izhajajo
iz dejstva, da sistem energetskega sklada ne temelji na metodi
obračunavanja, ki določa posebne stroške, na podlagi prime-
rjave s tradicionalno proizvodnjo električne energije. Organ
dvomi, da bi predlagan izračun neto sedanje vrednosti, ki
temelji na načelih, podobnih tem, ki so določena v točki (54)
okoljskih smernic, lahko bil sprejet brez kakršnih koli spre-
memb. Organ predvsem ugotavlja, da ni zadostnega jamstva za
izključitev prekomernega nadomestila in nadaljnjega zagotovila,
da bodo podprti le stroški, povezani z investicijo.
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Enaki dvomi zadevajo podporo ukrepov varčevanja z energijo
in podporo novih projektov energetske tehnologije. Organ
predvsem za ukrepe varčevanja z energijo ugotavlja, da je v
nasprotju s podporo obnovljivih energij, ki bi lahko bila
podprta do 100 % posebnih investicijskih stroškov, podpora za
varčevanje z energijo nedvomno omejena na intenzivnost
pomoči 40 %. Organ mora v zvezi z novimi projekti ener-
getske tehnologije nadalje ugotoviti, ali so ti projekti omejeni
na projekte za obnovljivo energijo, kar je pomembno za
uporabo okoljskih smernic. Prav tako bo organ nadalje preveril,
v kakšni meri je treba te projekte, za katere je potreben
nadaljnji razvoj, namesto tega oceniti na podlagi raziskovalnih
in razvojnih smernic.

Organ v zvezi z informacijskimi in izobraževalnimi ukrepi, ki
so bili podprti v preteklosti in so presegali prag de minimis,
ugotavlja, da podporni ukrepi niso bili omejeni na podporo
malih in srednje velikih podjetij. Organ v zvezi s podporo
svetovalnih storitev ugotavlja, da bi ti stroški lahko bili podprti
v korist malih in srednje velikih podjetij v skladu s točko (36)
okoljskih smernic. Organ nima zadostnih informacij, da bi se
prepričal, da je bila podpora omejena na to skupino podjetij.

Sistem s spremembami, ki jih je predlagala Norveška

Organ bo med uradnim postopkom preiskave preučil, ali se
neto sedanjo vrednost izračuna, ki so jo predlagali organi
Norveške, lahko sprejme za dodelitev investicijske pomoči.
Metoda ne vzpostavlja neposredne primerjave med projektom
za obnovljivo energijo in izbrano običajno elektrarno. Vendar
lahko metoda neto sedanje vrednosti z določenimi predpostav-
kami ugotovi, da tu ne bo nobenih prekomernih nadomestil v
smislu, da prejeta podpora preseže posebne investicijske
stroške.

V skladu s predhodnimi ocenami organa model neto sedanje
vrednosti izračuna, ki prevzema stalne tokove prihodkov in
operativne stroške v danem obdobju, kaže, da bo, dokler bodo
operativni stroški za običajno elektrarno višji od pridobivanja
obnovljive energije in zahtevana stopnja donosa elektrarne za
pridobivanje obnovljive energije ne bo višja od običajne,
subvencija manjša od posebnih investicijskih stroškov za
obnovljivo elektrarno. Na podlagi številk, ki jih je Norveška
sprejela, namreč da so operativni stroški lahko dvakrat tako
visoki za običajno pridobivanje energije kot za obnovljive vire

energije, ni visoke verjetnosti, da bo sistem vodil k preko-
mernem nadomestilu. To bi se lahko zgodilo, v kolikor bi
projekti imeli izredno visok dejavnik tveganja, ki bi zmanjšal
neto sedanjo vrednost projekta in tako vodil do višje subven-
cije. Uresničitev tako tveganega projekta na vsak način ni
najbolj verjetna. Vendar organ ugotavlja, da imata diskontna
stopnja in premija za tveganje, v kolikor so operativni stroški
običajne jedrske elektrarne in pridobivanja obnovljive energije
enaki ali blizu drug drugega, daleč največji pomen za določitev,
ali bo prišlo do kakršnega koli prekomernega nadomestila.
Norveški organi so se zavezali, da bodo spoštovali prag v točki
(54) okoljskih smernic, ki omejuje podporo na razliko med
tržno ceno in proizvodnimi stroški ter nadalje omejuje
podporo za depreciacijo naprave.

Organ bo nadalje preveril, ali se lahko načela v točki (54) okolj-
skih smernic uporabijo za ta primer, vendar ugotavlja, da
nasprotno od drugih smernic državne pomoči, podpora investi-
cijske pomoči in operativna pomoč za pridobivanje obnovljive
energije v bistvu obe zadevata pomoč, povezano z investicij-
skimi stroški. Okoljske smernice običajno dovoljujejo podporo
operativne pomoči za pridobivanje obnovljive energije, dokler
je omejena na depreciacijo naprave.

Organ bo nadalje preveril, ali je projekt za obnovljivo energijo
upravičen do prejemanja nadaljnje državne podpore, četudi ne
more biti razvrščen kot državna pomoč v skladu s členom
61(1) Sporazuma EGP. Organ bo v zvezi s tem preveril točko
(54) okoljskih smernic, v skladu s katero „katera koli nadaljnja
energija, pridobljena z jedrsko elektrarno, ne bo upravičena za kakršno
koli pomoč“. V predhodnem pregledu organa to odraža sora-
zmernost v členu 61(3)(c) Sporazuma EGP, v skladu s katerim
mora projekt prejeti potrebno podporo. Organ bo tekom svoje
raziskave preučil, kakšen je manevrski prostor za nadaljnjo
podporo s strani države.

Organ še ne more oblikovati končnega stališča o podpori
projektov nove energetske tehnologije in o podpori svetovalnih
storitev. Norveški organi še vedno upoštevajo spremembe k
tem podpornim ukrepom. Organ bo nadalje preveril meha-
nizem financiranja s pomočjo dajatve tarif na dobavo, ki bi se
lahko razvrščale kot davku podobna dajatev, ki posredno
zadeva uvoze. Na drugi strani pa dajatev ni omejena na podpi-
ranje domačih proizvajalcev.
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EFTA SURVEILLANCE AUTHORITY DECISION

No 122/05/COL

of 18 May 2005

to initiate the procedure provided for in Article 1(2) in Part I of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and
Court Agreement with regard to the Norwegian Energy Fund (Norway)

THE EFTA SURVEILLANCE AUTHORITY,

Having regard to the Agreement on the European Economic Area (1), in particular to Articles 61 to 63 and
Protocol 26 thereof,

Having regard to the Agreement between the EFTA States on the establishment of a Surveillance Authority
and a Court of Justice (2), in particular to Article 24 as well as Article 1(2) in Part I and Articles 4(4) and
10 in Part II of Protocol 3 thereof,

Having regard to the Authority's Guidelines (3) on the application and interpretation of Articles 61 and 62
of the EEA Agreement, and in particular Chapter 15 relating to aid for environmental protection, thereof,

Whereas:

I. FACTS

1. PROCEDURE

By letter dated 5 June 2003 from the Norwegian Mission to the European Union, forwarding a letter from
the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy and the Ministry of Trade and Industry dated 4 June 2003, both
received and registered by the Authority on 10 June 2003 (Doc. No 03-3705-A, registered under case
SAM 030.03006), the Norwegian authorities notified, pursuant to Article 1(3) of Protocol 3 to the Surveil-
lance and Court Agreement, alterations of two existing aid schemes, namely ‘Grant programme for intro-
duction of new energy technology’ and ‘Information and education measures in the field of energy effi-
ciency’.

By letter dated 16 June 2003 (Doc. No 03-3789-D), the EFTA Surveillance Authority (hereinafter ‘the
Authority’) informed the Norwegian authorities that due to the fact that the scheme had already been put
into effect on 1 January 2002, i.e. before the notification, the measure would be assessed as ‘unlawful aid’
in accordance with Chapter 6 of the Authority's Procedural and Substantive Rules in the Field of State
Aid (4).

By letter dated 23 July 2003 (Doc. No 03-5070-D), the Authority requested further information, to which
the Norwegian authorities responded by letter dated 11 September 2003, received and registered by the
Authority on 15 September 2003 (Doc. No 03-6210-A). On 9 October 2003 the Authority and the
Norwegian authorities had a meeting to discuss various aspects of the case.

By letter dated 19 December 2003, the Authority requested further information (Doc. No 03-7431-D).

The Norwegian authorities replied to the information request by letter from the Norwegian Mission dated
15 July 2004, forwarding a letter from the Ministry of Trade and Industry dated 13 July 2004 and a letter
by the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy dated 9 July 2004, received and registered by the Authority on
16 July 2004 (Event No 287857). A meeting was held between the Authority and the Norwegian authori-
ties on 23 September 2004.
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(1) Hereinafter referred to as the EEA Agreement.
(2) Hereinafter referred to as the Surveillance and Court Agreement.
(3) Guidelines on the application and interpretation of Articles 61 and 62 of the EEA Agreement and Article 1 of

Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement, adopted and issued by the EFTA Surveillance Authority on 19
January 1994, published in OJ L 231, 3.9.1994 and EEA Supplement No 32, 3.9.1994. The Guidelines were last
amended on 15 December 2004.

(4) That chapter was subsequently deleted by Authority Decision 14 July 2004, 195/04/COL.



By letter dated 5 March 2005 (Event No 311504), the Authority requested further information. The
Norwegian authorities replied to this request by letter from the Norwegian Mission to the European Union
dated 12 May 2005, forwarding letters from the Ministry of Modernisation dated 9 May 2005 and the
Ministry of Petroleum and Energy dated 2 May 2005. The letter was received and registered by the Autho-
rity on 13 May 2005 (Event No 310982).

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SUPPORT MEASURES

2.1. Description of the former support schemes for new energy technology and energy efficiency
measures

With its notification, the Norwegian government announced alterations of two existing schemes in the field
of energy which have been operating since 1978/1979.

The first scheme was the ‘Grant program for introduction of new energy technology’ by which the Norwe-
gian government gave investment support for the introduction of renewable energy technology. The
second scheme, ‘Information and education measures in the field of energy efficiency’ concerned support
for campaigns and courses on energy efficiency for the industry, commercial and household sectors.

The schemes were funded by grants from the fiscal budget. While in the beginning the schemes were admi-
nistered by the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, they were gradually transferred to the Norwegian
Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE) in the early nineties.

The Authority was made aware of the schemes in 1994 and activities under these schemes have been
reported to the Authority as part of the yearly reporting from Norway.

2.2 The alterations to the schemes as of 1 January 2002

The notified alterations to the schemes, which are the subject of the current notification, concerned:

(i) the merger of the schemes under a new funding mechanism, the Energy Fund;

(ii) a different way of financing the schemes by introducing a levy on the electricity distribution tariffs in
addition to continued grants over the State budget; and

(iii) the administration of the Energy Fund by the newly established administrative body Enova. Likewise
new provisions and an Agreement between the Norwegian State and Enova have been adopted, which
should ensure that the support measures attain certain newly identified energy policy objectives.

2.2.1 Merger of the two support schemes

On 1 January 2002 the Energy Fund was established and the two schemes ‘Grant Program for introduction
of new energy technology’ and ‘Information and education measures in the field of energy efficiency’ were
merged under that Fund. The Fund serves as a financing mechanism for support measures, which continue
under the new regime.

2.2.2 The new mode of financing the Energy Fund

Whereas the existing schemes were funded by grants from the State budget, the newly established Energy
Fund is financed by grants from the State budget as well as by means of a levy on the electricity distribu-
tion tariffs (not a levy on the energy production itself).

This levy is provided for by the Energy Fund Regulation of the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy of 10
December 2001 (5). According to section 3 in conjunction with section 2a) of the Energy Fund Regulation,
any company which has been granted a license according to section 4-1 of the Energy Act (6) (‘omsetning-
skonsesjoner’) should, when it charges the end user for the withdrawal of electrical energy from the grid,
combine the invoice with a 0,3 øre/kWh supplement for each withdrawal (see also section 4-4 Energy
Act).
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(5) ‘Forskrift om innbetaling av påslag på nettariffen til Energifondet’ (regulation relating to the payment of a levy on the elec-
tricity distribution tariff to the Energy Fund, hereinafter ‘Energy Fund Regulation’).

(6) Lov av 29. juni 1990 nr. 50 om produksjon, omforming, overføring, omsetning og fordeling av energi m.m, energiloven.



The licensee shall then pay, in turn, a contribution to the Energy Fund of 0,3 øre/kWh multiplied by the
amount of energy for which the end user in the distribution network is invoiced.

2.2.3 The administration of the Energy Fund by Enova

On 22 June 2001, Enova SF was established. Enova is a new administrative body, which is owned by the
Norwegian State via the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy. It has been operating since 1 January 2002, i.e.
the date when the Energy Fund was established.

Enova's principal task is to implement the support schemes, administer the Energy Fund and to reach the
energy policy objectives which the Norwegian Parliament approved in 2000. Enova's principal tasks are
further specified in a new Agreement between the Norwegian State (the Ministry of Oil and Petroleum) and
Enova SF (hereinafter ‘the Agreement’) (7).

According to Enova's own description, ‘the establishment of Enova SF signals a shift in Norway's organization
and implementation of its energy efficiency and renewable energy policy’.

3. NATIONAL LEGAL BASIS FOR THE SUPPORT MEASURE

The national legal basis is a Parliamentary Decision of 5 April 2001 (8) with provisions by the Ministry of
Petroleum and Energy of 21 December 2000 (9) as well as the Energy Act of 29 June 1990 no 50 (Energi-
loven) with regulation of 10 December 2001 No 1377 concerning the levy on the electricity distribution
tariff (Forskrift om innbetaling av påslag på nettariffen til Energifondet).

Section 3 of the abovementioned Agreement provides that Enova shall administer resources from the
Energy Fund in accordance with and within the framework of the Norwegian Parliament's resolution on
the establishment of the Fund and the restrictions that form the basis for the resolution, namely the Energy
Act and the respective regulations on the Energy Fund, the Energy Fund resolutions and other govern-
mental resolutions relevant to the administration of the Fund's resources.

Enova shall administer the Energy Fund in a manner which ensures that the targets stipulated below are
reached.

4. THE OBJECTIVE OF THE SUPPORT MEASURES

According to the Norwegian government, the establishment of the merged schemes under the funding of
the newly established Energy Fund and the administration by Enova, should achieve a more cost-effective
use of public funding.

As regards the objectives of the schemes, section 4 of the Agreement stipulates as a primary objective that
the Energy Fund shall be used to promote an environmentally sound change in energy consumption and
energy production. This shall be achieved by promoting energy saving measures as well as by increased
access to environmentally sound energy (the latter aims at an increased use of renewable energy sources).

The following performance objective is to be achieved by 2010:

The Fund's resources shall contribute to the saving of energy and new environmentally sound energy,
which together shall make up a minimum of 10 TWh by the end of 2010, of which

— a minimum of 4 TWh shall be from increased access to water-borne heating based on new renewable
energy sources, heating pumps and thermal heating, and

— a minimum of 3 TWh shall be from increased use of wind energy (10).
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(7) Revised Agreement of 22 September 2004, ‘Avtale mellom den norske stat v/Olje- og energidepartementet og Enova SF om
forvaltningen av midlene fa Energifondet i perioden 2002-2005’.

(8) Odelstingets vedtak til lov om endringar i lov 29. juni 1990 nr. 50 om produksjon, omforming, overføring, omsetning og forde-
ling av energi m.m. (energilova). (Besl.O.nr.75 (2000-2001), cf. Innst.O.nr.59 (2000-2001) and Ot.prp.nr.35 (2000-
2001)).

(9) Ot.prp.nr.35 (2000-2001).
(10) On Enova's webpage, the increased use of land-based natural gas is mentioned as a further objective.



The Agreement stipulates as a secondary objective that the Fund's resources shall contribute to the saving
of energy and to new, environmentally sound energy, which together shall make up a minimum of 5,5
TWh (originally 4,5 TWh) by the end of 2005.

These goals should be viewed against the background of the energy production in Norway, which is almost
exclusively based on the use of hydropower. As stated by the Norwegian government in its budgetary
proposal (St.prp.nr.1 2004-2005), it is important for Norway to become less dependent on that energy
type and therefore promote the use of other, in particular renewable, energy sources. The following figures
reflect this dependency:

Electricity production, import and export, February 2004 — January 2005 (GWh)

Total 111 476

Hydro 110 296

Thermal electricity 893

Wind power 287

+ Import 14 774

– Export 4 468

As can be seen from this table, Norway also imports some of its energy. The percentage of electricity
imports in percentage of total consumption was 8 % in 2002, 6,8 % in 2003 and 8,5 % in 2004 (11).

5. THE ENERGY FUND SYSTEM AS NOTIFIED AND APPLIED UNTIL NOW — THE DIFFERENT SUPPORT
TYPES

5.1. General remarks on the Energy Fund

Enova can give investment support for energy saving systems and for production and use of renewable
energy sources as well as initial investment aid for new energy technologies.

The level of subsidy is determined by a technical and financial evaluation of each project and priority is
given to those projects which give the highest kilowatt-hour (kWh), saved or produced, per subsidised
NOK. This leads to a competition of projects for the receipt of public funds with the goal being to choose
the most efficient projects.

Calls for project proposals are announced in major national and regional newspapers at least biannually
and for most programmes four times a year.

5.2. Renewable energy

The eligible projects

As to the investment support for the production and use of renewable energy, Norway supports energy
projects which are defined in Article 2 of Directive 2001/77/EC (12) as renewable energy sources (see point
7 of the Authority's State Aid Guidelines on Environmental Aid, hereinafter ‘the Environmental Guide-
lines’). According to the Norwegian authorities, hydropower, which is the traditional energy source used in
Norway, should not be entitled to support (13). According to the information available to the Authority, the
current rules on the Energy Fund system do not seem to entail such an explicit limitation.

As to the notion of ‘use’ of renewable energy sources, the Norwegian authorities specified that this notion
should cover situations in which the investment is made for internal production, whereby the producer
and the user is the same entity (which is often the case for heat production).

Enova regards the following projects as qualifying for support in general terms: wind energy, bio energy,
tidal energy, geothermal energy, ocean wave energy. For solar energy this comprises passive solar building
integrated solutions, solar heating systems and PV (photovoltaic) production.
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(11) Net import figures.
(12) OJ 2001 L 283/33. The Directive as such has not yet been incorporated into the EEA Agreement.
(13) However, this was only clarified by the Norwegian authorities during the preliminary investigation.



When it comes to the notion of ‘bioenergy’, the Norwegian authorities have clarified that this term is used
for renewable energy (electricity or heat) based on biomass as defined under the Directive 2001/77/EC.
Bioenergy indicates that the project includes the conversion from biomass to electricity and/or heat in
contrast to biomass projects which only concern the production and processing of biomass itself. The
Authority understands that there could be situations in which the bioenergy consists only of a fraction of
biomass.

The calculation of the support — the net present value calculation method

Enova calculates the support as the present value of the difference between production costs of the project
and the market price of the relevant energy at the time of investment, i.e. it uses a net present value calcu-
lation (cash flow calculation).

According to an example submitted by the Norwegian authorities, the calculation is carried out according
to the following calculation mechanism. The example below is an actual wind power project (14).

Investments

Wind turbine NOK (…) (*) (…)

Infrastructure and foundation <> (…) (…)

Power electronics etc. <> (…) (…)

Project management <> (…) (…)

Cost of property/land and public fees <> (…) (…)

Financing cost <> (…) (…)

Allowance <> (…) (…)

Investment Total <> 8 875 000 100 %

Price of energy NOK/kWh (…)

Spot price (average) <> (…)

High season <> (…) 1 500

Mid season <> (…) hours (**)

Low season <> (…) 1 000

Green certificate price <> (…) hours (**)

Operational aid <> 0 500 hours (**)

Operating costs NOK/kWh

Operations and maintenance <>

Grid tariff <>

Other

Financial criteria and results (**)

Investment aid from Enova NOK 600 000

Discount rate 7 %

Net energy price NOK/kWh 0,267

Economic life Years 20 years

Net income annual income NOK 800 000

Net present value (NPV) NOK (399 789)

Net present value incl. investment aid NOK 200 211 (1)

Energy/aid ration kWh (***)/NOK 5,00

(*) Brackets indicate business secrets.
(**) Operating hours.
(***) Annual energy production.
(1) The Norwegian authorities later claimed, however, that the return on capital in this example was not correctly assessed which — if

that was corrected — would bring the NPV to zero.
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(14) Letter by the Norwegian authorities dated 11 September 2003 (Doc. No 03-6210), Annex 1 — investment aid
evaluation method, page 7.



The single parameters of the calculation are explained further below:

The investment costs

When the scheme was established, according to the information available to the Authority, no rules were
adopted to specify in detail which costs, in particular with regard to the investment, are considered by
Enova to be eligible. The Authority notes, from other abstract model examples brought to its attention, that
some of the projects might have received support also for so-called financial and indemnity costs or miscel-
laneous costs.

As the eligible costs were not specified further, the Authority cannot be entirely certain that no costs other
than investment costs were supported by the Energy Fund.

The relevant energy price

In order to choose the relevant market price, the Norwegian authorities distinguish between three different
situations:

Firstly, they consider the case of renewable energy production which is fed into the transmission grid and
therefore competes with traditional generation of electricity as quoted on the Nordpool power exchange.
This is the case for wind, bio, waste, solar, tidal and ocean wave energy and here the price quoted in Nord-
pool serves as a reference. On the Nordpool power exchange, both spot prices and forward prices up to
three years can be observed. As investments are based on the expectations of future electricity prices,
Enova refers to forward contracts which are traded on a daily basis. To cancel out random price fluctua-
tions, a six month average of the latest tradable future contracts is used. The price is quoted on the submis-
sion date of the project application, which occurs four times a year.

The second case is that of district heat, which is distributed on the local distribution net and competes with
heat from fossil fuels or from electricity. In this situation, Enova refers to the actual contract price (15) paid
by the consumer (the price of the ordinary energy — from fossil fuels and electricity).

The third scenario covers energy production which is not fed into the distribution net (e.g. on site power
generation based on residual steam not fed into the power grid). Here, the end user price including taxes is
used.

The 'triggering off' effect

The objective of the aid scheme is to encourage investment into renewable energies which would otherwise
not take place due to the fact that the energy price obtainable in the market does not cover the costs. For
that reason, the subsidy shall only compensate the extra costs of the production of renewable energy and
the support granted by Enova shall not exceed the amount deemed necessary in order to trigger the
project, i.e. to encourage a positive investment decision.

However, when the Energy Fund and Enova were established there were, according to the Authority's infor-
mation, no further specifications as to when the triggering effect would be considered to have been
reached, e.g. when the project reaches a zero net present value (16). While analyses were made to establish
when the project would break even, there were no explicit limitations which prevented State support above
that point.

When projects are granted support, Enova and the aid recipient enter into an aid contract, which regulates
the terms on which disbursement will take place. The disbursements might be adjusted in accordance with
any cost reduction during the construction period. After the investment is realised, there is a follow-up on
the realised costs against costs estimated in the application. If these factors differ to the advantage of the
applicant, Enova can adjust the financial aid downward to reflect the actual cost structure (17).
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(15) Large customers profit often from discounts because of their large delivery contracts. This is taken into account by
Enova when comparing prices of competing energy sources.

(16) As the above example shows, the support granted by Enova might in some instances have led to a positive net
present value of the project. The Authority is aware that the calculation was only given as an example and that
Norway claims that in the concrete case referred to the return on investment had not been correctly taken into
account. If that had been the case, the net present value would indeed have been zero. However, as there have been
no clear rules in place to limit the support to a zero net present value, the Authority cannot be certain whether the
support would indeed not have exceeded the threshold of a zero net present value.

(17) In the Authority's understanding, there is no upwards adjustment in case of a disadvantage to the applicant.



The fair return on capital

The basis for the trigger off requirement includes a fair return on capital. The discount rate used is
presently set at a rate of 7 % per annum (nominal, pre-tax rate) to which certain percentage points are
added as a risk premium. The Norwegian government explained that the use of the capital asset pricing
method is not suitable for project financing under the Energy Fund (18), as there are few renewable energy
projects and even fewer are listed on the stock market from which the information to establish the risk of
the asset would have to be derived.

The Norwegian government therefore suggested basing its analysis on public reports from acknowledged
government institutions in Norway, whereby the risk premium would vary between 2,5 to 4,5 %,
depending on the type of energy and project.

5.3. Energy saving measures

According to the system as notified (19), energy saving measures are calculated according to the same net
present value calculation method used for renewable energy projects.

5.4. New energy technology

In this category, Enova supports technologies which still need some development and which need to be
proven before they are economically viable. The projects might be linked both to energy efficiency or
energy production.

Examples of such technologies are:

— a tidal energy installation (the tidal water which passes through a narrow strait drives a large propeller
which again drives a generator);

— a wave energy installation (the movement in the waves is picked up and drives a generator);

— a hybrid wind and hydrogen installation (a wind turbine is used to produce electricity which again is
stored as hydrogen which can be used for production of electricity when there is no wind).

Since these projects generate revenue, Enova uses the net present value calculation equally for them. The
income of the projects is based on the generation of electricity and heat for sale, which, according to the
Norwegian authorities, constitutes an income which makes the projects viable for the net present value
calculation approach. The Authority has not yet seen limitation that this support is limited to the develop-
ment of renewable energy technology. The Authority notes that some of the projects are in a pre-competi-
tive stage.

5.5. Information and education programmes in the field of energy efficiency

Enova operates an energy information helpline, whereby information and advice are provided free of
charge to anybody who is interested. Enova does not exercise any discretion as regards to whom such
advice and information is provided.

Until 1 January 2004, Enova also provided a programme for the development of teaching material and
learning concepts to stimulate and preserve knowledge in companies concerning renewable energies. This
was done in a tendering process, and Enova paid 50 % of the development costs.

Likewise until 1 January 2004, Enova offered a programme on developing education courses in energy for
technical personnel and engineers. This was organised by a tendering process. Only the first 50 persons to
have completed the course got the course paid for by Enova.
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(18) A method which shows the risk adjusted return on capital as a function of the risk of the market portfolio and the
risk of the asset (project) in question.

(19) See however Norway's suggestion for the future handling of energy saving measures, section I 9.3 of this Decision.



Until 1 January 2004, Enova offered a programme by which queries which required concrete follow-up in
undertakings on-site were handled by local sub-contractors which represented Enova in this field. The
support was provided free of charge. The Norwegian authorities state that Enova did not enjoy any discre-
tion in this respect.

While the programme was open to all interested undertakings, it seems that Enova enjoyed for some of the
measures (teaching material, developing education) the discretion to dismiss projects which did not meet
the objectives of the programme or could not ensure sufficient quality. The support element involved in
these programmes might have exceeded the de minimis threshold as stipulated in the Act referred to under
point 1e) of Annex XV to the EEA Agreement (20). These projects were neither limited to small and
medium sized undertakings (21) as mentioned in the Act referred to under point 1f) of Annex XV to the
EEA Agreement nor structured to meet the requirements of the Act referred to as point 1d) in Annex XV
to the EEA Agreement (22) (training aid).

Enova has also offered advisory and consultancy services free of charge to undertakings in the past, which
were neither limited to aid below the de minimis threshold nor to small and medium sized enterprises. As
of 2003, Enova granted money to firms to purchase such advisory and consultancy services, rather than
rendering the service itself.

In addition, Enova runs a programme to improve energy planning skills in local municipalities, in parti-
cular public planning and area planning according to the Norwegian Planning and Building Act. The
programme is offered free of charge.

The Authority so far does not have concrete or final data on the number of projects supported and the
support granted for each project.

6. BUDGET AND DURATION OF THE SCHEME

The scheme came into force on 1 January 2002 and will remain in force as long as the agreement between
the Norwegian State and Enova exists. The current duration of the agreement is 2002-2005. The agree-
ment was revised in 2003 and in 2004. The prolongation of the agreement will be negotiated in autumn
2005 with a view to start a new period as of 1 January 2006. The envisaged duration time of the Energy
Fund is therefore 31 December 2010.

The Norwegian Parliament had indicated that up to NOK 5 billion (approximately EUR 680 million) will
be allocated to the scheme, over a period of ten years. This would result in a yearly budgetary allocation of
approximately NOK 500 million (EUR 68 million). In the last three years EUR 46 million were spent in
2000, EUR 45 million in 2001 and EUR 38 million in 2002. As from 2002, approximately NOK 200
million (EUR 27 million) has been added yearly, stemming from the levy on the distribution tariffs.

7. NUMBER OF AID RECIPIENTS

Approximately 100 recipients per year are foreseen for the investment support for energy saving systems
and renewable energy sources. About 200 aid recipients per year are foreseen for information and educa-
tion measures.

Enova's total project portfolio until summer 2004 comprised 875 projects, of which 654 projects might
have fallen below the de minimis threshold. Another 96 projects (above the de minimis threshold) concerned
projects in favour of public entities and purchases carried out according to the public procurement
rules (23). This left a number of 125 projects to assess further under the State aid provisions. During 2004,
additional projects received aid and the total number relevant to the question of State aid rose from 125
projects to 232, of which 56 concerned renewable energy projects. The Authority lacks further information
on the remaining 232 projects so far supported to assess whether they were in compliance with the State
aid provisions.
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(20) Incorporating Commission Regulation (EC) No 69/2001 of 12 January 2001 on the application of Articles 87 and
88 of the EC Treaty to de minimis aid, OJ L 10, 13.1.2001, p.30, into the EEA Agreement.

(21) Incorporating Commission Regulation (EC) No 70/2001 on aid to small and medium-sized undertakings, OJ L 10,
13.1.2001, p. 33, as amended by Commission Regulation (EC) No 364/2004 of 25 February 2004 OJ L 63,
28.2.2004, p. 22 into the EEA Agreement.

(22) Incorporating Commission Regulation (EC) No 68/2001 of 12 January 2001 on the application of Articles 87 and
88 of the EC Treaty to training aid, OJ L 10, 13.1.2001, p. 20, as amended by Commission Regulation (EC) No
363/2004 of 25 February 2004, OJ L 63, 28.2.2004, p. 20 into the EEA Agreement.

(23) Which should normally involve no aid element. Such services concerned e.g. the purchase of marketing services for
energy efficient behaviour of private persons and undertakings.



8. AID CEILING/ NO CUMULATION

There is an additional criterion used by Enova that investment support is limited up to a maximum of
40 % of the total project costs or 50 % of the total investment related to new energy technology projects.
However, as confirmed by the Norwegian authorities, these thresholds do not limit the support with regard
to the aid ceilings stipulated in the Environmental Guidelines, as the project costs may be larger than the
investment costs and in particular the extra investment costs as stipulated by the Guidelines.

As to the cumulation of the support granted by Enova with other government support, the Authority notes
that in principle the projects might receive aid from other sources. The Norwegian authorities stated in the
notification that they would ensure that the aid granted would never exceed the thresholds of the Environ-
mental Guidelines. Applicants have to notify Enova if applications for additional government aid have been
submitted.

9. INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY NORWAY

9.1 General remarks

The Norwegian authorities stress that the Energy Fund has been set up in order to increase the efficiency in
the measures aimed at developing the market for renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies. This
is best achieved by comparing various projects with each other and eventually giving support only to those
projects which demonstrate the best ratio between the support granted and efficiency or production of
renewable energy achieved. Such a comparison is however, in the view of the Norwegian government, only
possible if a calculation method is used which takes account of the varying cost structures between diffe-
rent projects, i.e. a cash flow method, which is the commonly used investment criterion in a market based
energy sector.

9.2 Renewable energy production

The system as notified and applied until now — the calculation method as such

The Norwegian authorities stress the poor market position of the renewable energies which undermines
the possibility of these technologies to become a viable alternative to conventional technologies. The
Norwegian authorities point out that it is internationally accepted that these energy sources have a compe-
titive disadvantage and should therefore be supported. The Norwegian authorities refer to the Authority's
Environmental Guidelines which establish a balance between environmental and competition interests. In
this respect the Norwegian authorities note that by choosing the cash flow method it is in a position to
compare different projects in a non-discriminatory manner and give aid only to those projects which —
with the least support needed — achieve the highest benefit in environmental terms. By introducing an
element of competition in the application process, the Norwegian authorities can ensure that the most effi-
cient projects in environmental terms are supported and in the long run more renewable energy projects
will be realised and will compete increasingly with conventional energy production. The Norwegian autho-
rities therefore state that they should be entitled to use the same principles as laid down in point (54) of
the Authority's Environmental Guidelines (24). There is no risk of overcompensation, as only the support
needed to achieve a positive investment decision will be granted.

The Norwegian authorities assert that their suggested calculation method can ensure that the 100 % extra
cost ceiling stipulated in point D.1.3 (27) of the Environmental Guidelines (25) will never be exceeded, as
the support is aimed at compensating the disadvantage resulting from higher investment costs. The compa-
rison with traditional energy sources, however, would lead to arbitrary results, as it is very difficult to find
an appropriate reference investment. Also, in the Norwegian authorities' view investment in new renewable
energy projects and investment in traditional production capacity are not mutually exclusive options, but
the choice depends on the information about cost levels. In addition, large hydro or gas fired power plants
might not be available options for political, regulatory and physical reasons. In particular in Norway, a
country which is almost 100 % based on a renewable energy source (hydro) which incurs high investment
costs, the extra cost approach (26) might not leave sufficient room for granting investment aid to other
renewable energy sources.
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(24) According to point (54) of the Environmental Guidelines, EFTA States may grant aid — limited to plant depreciation
— in order to compensate for the difference between the production cost of renewable energy and the market price
of the form of power concerned.

(25) Point (27) of the Environmental Guidelines states that EFTA States can be supported with 40 % of the eligible costs,
however, where necessary, up to 100 % of eligible costs can receive support.

(26) According to point (32) of the Environmental Guidelines, for renewable energy the eligible costs are normally the
extra costs borne by the firm compared with a conventional power plant with the same capacity.



The Norwegian authorities further underline that the support in question is a one-off subsidy which is
granted in a lump sum and which does not entitle the project to receive further aid. In this respect, it is —
while administratively easier to handle — less distortive than classical operating aid schemes, which would
also be allowable under the Environmental Guidelines, but which distort competition over a given number
of years (as long as the system is in place). The Norwegian authorities point out that depending on how
such an operating aid system would be established, the difference to the investment aid system as suggested
by the Norwegian authorities would be rather minimal. A Norwegian operating aid system with a legally
binding contract for a given number of years, whereby the annual grants are fixed in advance and indepen-
dent of the project's actual economic development would be allowable under the Environmental Guidelines'
operating aid chapter, but in reality not be different from the solution to be used by Enova. The only diffe-
rence would be that the aid is paid out by Enova as a lump sum. The Norwegian authorities further point
out that the approach of the Environmental Guidelines to compare renewable energy projects to a conven-
tional plant rather favours capital intensive projects and might result in overcompensation, whereas other
projects might not receive a sufficient level of aid. In the Norwegian authorities' view the Environmental
Guidelines consequently allow the addition of operating aid to investment aid. In order to find the appro-
priate aid level to make the project viable, Enova would then be forced to create a joint investment/opera-
ting aid scheme, which is far more complicated to manage.

Suggested modifications by Norway

However, with a view to making the system compatible with the Environmental Guidelines, the Norwegian
authorities would be prepared to introduce certain amendments to its system, which are described below.

1. Norway will limit the support to projects falling within the definition of renewable energy sources in
Article 2 a and b (for biomass) of Directive 2001/77/EC with the exception of hydropower, which will
receive no State support under that programme.

2. The amount of aid will be calculated according to a net present value calculation to be based on the
difference between the production costs and the market price. The aid will be given as a lump sum.
The calculation method applied looks as followed (demonstrated with the example of an actual wind
energy project, amounts expressed in NOK):

Eligible investment cost (1) 123 000 000

Production kWh/year (…)

Price NOK/kWh (…)

Annual income (2)

Operating cost NOK/kWh (…)

Annual operating cost (…)

Annual net income (…)

Economic lifetime years (…)

Return on capital 6,33 %

NPV – 38 000 000

Investment aid 38 000 000

(1) The investment cost occurs at the beginning of year 0.
(2) The income occurs first time at the end of year 1.

As confirmed by the Norwegian authorities, financial costs, miscellaneous costs and indemnity costs
are not included in the eligible costs.

3. The market price for electricity used in the above calculation will be taken from the relevant Nordpool
prices or — in the case of district heating — should be the relevant price the end user of oil or electri-
city (whichever is lowest) faces when the decision about the State support is made. If the project
economy is based on large customer contracts with prices deviating from the observable end user price
of electricity and oil, the contract prices should be the relevant price. Regarding electricity production
not fed into the grid, the end user price including taxes should be used.
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4. The aid may cover a fair return on capital. However, the discount rate and the risk premium shall be
established for Enova by an external expert for each renewable industry concerned.

5. The aid will only be granted for plant depreciation, which is to be understood as aid granted for
investment costs only.

6. The eligible investment costs shall be those listed in Commission Decision N 75/2002 — Finland (27).

7. No more aid will be given than the amount necessary to trigger the project. This means that in case of
a negative net present value, — resulting from a net present value calculation which is calculated
according to the parameters stipulated in number 2 above — State support can only be given to
ensure that the project breaks even, i.e. to bring the net present value calculation up to a zero value.

8. A project with a calculated zero rate or a positive net present value without aid is not entitled to any
aid.

9. The support granted under this scheme shall never exceed the threshold — with the exception of
support for biomass — stipulated under D.3.3.1 (54) of the Environmental Guidelines.

10. Operating costs which exceed the operating costs for traditional power production from oil, gas and
coal will not be included in the net present value calculation described under number 2. Hence rene-
wable energy projects shall not be compensated for operating costs higher than for traditional power
production from oil, gas and coal.

11. For biomass, operating aid exceeding the investment costs might be granted. Under no circumstances
can more operating aid be granted than foreseen in point D.3.3.1 (55) (28) of the Environmental Guide-
lines.

12. For support under the system, biomass will be defined as the ‘biodegradable fraction of products, waste
and residues from agriculture (including vegetal and animal substances), forestry and related industries,
as well as the biodegradable fraction of industrial and municipal waste’ (see Article 2(b) of Directive
2001/77/EC). In case of the support of bio energy which contains sources other than biomass, opera-
ting aid as stipulated above in number 11 should only be given for that part which contains biomass.
The support of the other parts is limited to investment support as defined under number 6.

13. The scheme should be limited until 1 January 2011.

The Norwegian authorities have also submitted the following operating cost data for renewable and
conventional energy production data:

Total running costs, NOK/kWh

Technology O & M Fuel Total running costs

Figures from the IEA report: Projected costs of generating electricity 2005 update

Coal 0,034 — 0,068 0,076 — 0,152 0,11 — 0,22

Gas 0,023 — 0,031 0,187 — 0,249 0,21 — 0,28

CHP 0,17 — 0,44
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(27) A) Preparation and design costs, B) costs of buildings, machinery and equipment, installation costs or costs incurred
for the adjustment and repair work of existing buildings, machinery and equipment C) Up to the limit of 10 % of
the projects' eligible expenditure, costs arising from the purchase of land directly related to the investment and from
the construction of electric lines. D) Costs ensuing the construction of a pipe to be connected to a district heating
network. Costs incurred by the construction of a heat distribution network are eligible only in network projects
involving new technology, E) Costs of civil engineering work and supervision of construction work, F) Costs of clea-
rance and earth works, G) Commissioning costs and costs arising from training of operating personnel required for
commissioning. In this context, commissioning refers to the act of operating, testing and adjusting a system of unit
for the first time to ensure that it functions according to the specified performance, H) Costs of project-related infor-
mation dissemination, I) Costs of monitoring the investment, J) Costs related to feasibility studies for the various
types of projects (salaries of the participants in the project and indirect labour costs, equipment, accessories, soft-
ware, travel, information dissemination, other direct or overhead expenses). The aid recipient's overhead costs, inte-
rests paid during construction, adherence fees and deductible taxes will not be eligible.

(28) According to point (55) of the Environmental Guidelines, biomass — which has higher operating costs — may
receive operating aid which exceeds the amount of investment, if the EFTA State can show that the aggregate costs
borne by the firms after plant depreciation are still higher than the market prices of the energy.



Technology O & M Fuel Total running costs

Figures from NVE report: Costs of the production of energy and heat in 2002

Wind 0,05 0,05

Figures from the Enova project portfolio (examples)

Wind 0,05 — 0,10 0 0,05 — 0,10

Bio 0,07 — 0,15 0,2 -0,3 0,27 — 0,45

New renewable 0,05

District heating 0,05 — 0,10

9.3. Energy saving measures

As for the system notified and applied until now, the Norwegian authorities argue that the net present
calculation should also be accepted for the calculation of support for energy saving measures. However,
the Norwegian authorities proposed changes to the future application of the support measures for energy
saving, as follows:

The Norwegian authorities will calculate the investment aid for energy saving measures according to point
D.1.3 (25) (29) of the Environmental Guidelines in combination with point D.1.7 (32) of the Environmental
Guidelines, i.e. the investment costs of the project will be strictly confined to the extra investment costs
necessary to meet the environmental objective. This means that the costs of the energy saving investment
will be compared to the costs of a technically comparable investment that does not provide the same
degree of environmental protection. In cases of investment in additional equipment and procedures with
no other function than energy saving, where no alternative comparable investment exists, the comparable
investment costs are set at zero. Replacement costs of machines to meet Norwegian required standards are
not eligible for support.

1. The costs will be calculated net of the benefits accruing from any increase in capacity, costs savings
engendered during the first five years of the life of the investment and additional ancillary production
during that five-year period.

2. The eligible costs are confined to investment costs. In that respect, eligible costs should be the same as
those listed by the European Commission in its Decision N 75/2002 — Finland (30).

3. The amount of aid is limited to 40 % of the extra costs, calculated according to the above parameters
and no operating aid will be given under that scheme. According to point (30) of the Environmental
Guidelines, for small and medium sized enterprises the aid might be increased by 10 percentage points.
For that purpose, small and medium sized enterprises are to be defined according to Commission
Recommendation 2003/361/EC of 6 May 2003 concerning the definition of small and medium sized
enterprises, OJ L 124, 20.5.2003, p. 36.

4. The Norwegian government will ensure that, if combined with other public subsidies, the total aid will
not exceed the abovementioned limits.

5. The scheme shall be limited until 1 January 2011.
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(29) According to point (25) of the Environmental Guidelines, energy saving measures can be supported at the basic rate
of 40 % of eligible costs. According to point (32) of the Environmental Guidelines the support must be limited to
the extra investment costs. Eligible costs are calculated net of the benefits accruing from any increase in capacity,
cost savings engendered during the first five years of the life of the investment and additional ancillary production
during that five-year period.

(30) See point I 9.2. number 6 and fn. 28 of this Decision.



9.4. Support for new energy technologies

The Norwegian authorities are currently considering remodelling this programme. The Norwegian authori-
ties will notify to the Authority, should the revision include pre-competitive development activities
according to Chapter 14 of the Authority's State Aid Guidelines (Aid for Research and Development) or
will be based on the Act referred to in point 1f) of Annex XV to the EEA Agreement (31).

9.5. Information and education measures in the field of energy efficiency

The Norwegian government confirmed that the programmes for teaching material and learning concepts,
education courses for technical personnel and on site follow-up ended on 1 January 2004 and will, if these
or similar projects are to be taken up in the future, be notified to the Authority.

The Norwegian authorities further confirmed that the training programme for public entities relates to the
public function of the local municipalities.

9.6. Miscellaneous

The Norwegian authorities further confirmed that the support is applied in a non-discriminatory manner
also to foreign investors and that it will regularly report to the Authority on the application of the scheme.

II. APPRECIATION

1. PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS

Pursuant Article 1(3) in Part I of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement, ‘the EFTA Surveillance
Authority shall be informed, in sufficient time to enable it to submit its comments, of any plans to grant or alter
aid… The State concerned shall not put its proposed measures into effect until the procedure has resulted in a final
decision’.

By notifying the Energy Fund scheme only in June 2003, after the Fund had been operative since 1 January
2002, the Norwegian authorities have not respected that obligation.

2. THE PRESENCE OF STATE AID

State aid within the meaning of Article 61(1) EEA

Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreement reads as follows:

‘Save as otherwise provided in this Agreement, any aid granted by EC Member States, EFTA States or
through State resources in any form whatsoever which distorts or threatens to distort competition by
favouring certain undertakings or the production of certain goods shall, in so far as it affects trade between
Contracting Parties, be incompatible with the functioning of this Agreement.’

2.1. Presence of State resources

The measure must be granted by the State or through State resources. The support of the various invest-
ment projects is done by way of grants, which are financed from the State budget and from the levy on
the distribution tariff. The financing via direct budgetary allocations fulfils the criterion of ‘State resources’.
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(31) Incorporating Commission Regulation (EC) No 70/2001 on aid to small and medium-sized undertakings, OJ L 10,
13.1.2001, p. 33, as amended by Commission Regulation (EC) No 364/2004 of 25 February 2004 OJ L 63,
28.2.2004, p. 22 into the EEA Agreement.



With regard to the proceeds of the levy on the distribution tariff, the Authority takes note of the fact that
according to the established case law and Commission practice, the involvement of State resources where
money is transferred by a fund exists, when

— the fund is established by the State,

— the fund is fed by contributions imposed or managed by the State,

— the fund favours specific enterprises (32).

The levy is imposed by the Norwegian State by a Regulation (33) and the level of the fee is determined by
the State. The proceeds of the levy are then poured into a fund which allocates them to the chosen
projects. The levy benefits only certain companies, namely the producers of renewable energy or compa-
nies applying energy efficiency measures. The Authority therefore considers financing via the levy equally
as State resources in the meaning of Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreement.

2.2. Favouring certain undertakings or the production of certain goods

Firstly, the notified scheme gives the companies concerned an advantage as they receive grants for the
production and use of renewable energy sources, investment in new technologies and energy saving
measures which further reduce the companies' energy spending.

Also the various information and education measures and advisory and consultancy services provided to
these companies gave them an advantage as the programmes enabled the companies to apply more energy
efficient consumption or production methods which could lead to energy cost reductions within the
company. As regards the teaching material programme and the education courses for technical personnel,
the advantage consisted of grants for the development of material or a paid course to develop competence.
The on site programme and the programme on energy planning skills in local municipalities were provided
without remuneration, which constitutes an advantage. As regards advisory services, the services were
either rendered by Enova free of charge, or, as of 2003, money was handed out to companies to purchase
these services on the market.

Secondly, the measure must be selective in that it favours ‘certain undertakings or the production of certain
goods’. The investment support either favours only a certain group of producers or users (with regard to
renewable energy sources) or grants investment support to only certain companies chosen by Enova after
comparing the projects in the application process (energy saving and new technology support) and
deciding which is the most efficient project of the application round to be supported. As established by
case law (34), in a situation in which a fund enjoys ‘a degree of latitude which enables it to adjust its finan-
cial assistance having regard to a number of considerations such as, in particular, the choice of the benefi-
ciaries, the amount of financial assistance and the conditions under which it is provided, (…) the system is
liable to place certain undertakings in a more favourable situation than others’ (35). Not each project fulfil-
ling the application criteria can be certain to be supported, as this depends on the other projects competing
with it in the application round and the amount of money Enova is willing to allocate within the concrete
round of project evaluations. As Enova is free to choose how often and which kind of project calls it orga-
nises, the system gives Enova a considerable margin of discretion, which makes the support measures selec-
tive (36).

As for the information and educational support, it should be noted that the information helpline provided
by Enova is open to all undertakings, without Enova enjoying any discretion as to who the advice is given
to over this helpline. The measure could therefore be regarded as a general measure. This seems, however,
different concerning the other information and educational measures provided by Enova, in particular the
programmes which were ended on 1 January 2004, as Enova enjoyed discretion under the various
programmes regarding whom to provide with information, educational and advisory support.
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(32) Case C-173/73 Italy v Commission, [1974] ECR 709, Case C-78/76 Steinike v Germany [1977] ECR 595, Commission
Decision N 707/2002 the Netherlands, N 490/2000 Italy.

(33) In that respect there is no doubt that the measure can be imputed to the State, who introduced the levy. This is a
different situation from the system discussed in Case C-345/02 Pearle BV, Hans Prijs Optiek Franchise BV and Rinck
Opticiëns BV v Hoofdbedrijfschap Ambachten, not yet reported, which concerned a charge decided by a board of profes-
sionals.

(34) C-241/94 Commission v France [1996] ECR I-4551, paragraph 23.
(35) See also Advocate General Jacobs in C-255/97 DM Transport S.A, delivered on 24 September 1998, paragraphs 39

and 40.
(36) This is supported by Enova's own assessment of its role on its webpage, where it is stated: ‘Enova SF enjoys conside-

rable freedom with regard to the choice and composition of its strategic foci and policy measures’.



This is apparent regarding the educational programme, in which only the first 50 applicants profited from
a paid course by Enova (no other company was entitled above that figure).

With regard to teaching material, it seems that Enova enjoyed discretion to dismiss projects. The Authority
has not seen additional documents on the tender process to assess on which basis projects were chosen by
Enova. It appears, however, that for these support measures each undertaking interested in the training and
educational programme would not automatically receive the support and it seems that Enova enjoyed a
considerable margin of discretion over the information and education programmes (37), which speaks
against a general measure. The Authority therefore preliminarily concludes that these support measures by
the Energy Fund are selective.

With regard to the on site programme, for which the Norwegian authorities state that Enova did not enjoy
any discretion, the Authority cannot — at this stage — conclude with the same certainty that this
programme is selective.

For the advisory and consultancy programmes, the Authority has not seen any guidelines, from which
Enova could not depart. It appears that Enova likewise enjoyed discretion in granting support under this
programme.

As for the support to municipalities, the Authority considers that this support does not constitute a selec-
tive advantage in favour of an undertaking, if the aid was limited to the public entity function. It will only
constitute an advantage, if the measure benefits the municipalities' commercial activities. Then the measure
could fall under Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreement.

2.3. Distortion of competition and effect on trade between the Contracting Parties

To be aid in the meaning of Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreement, the measures must distort or threaten to
distort competition and affect trade between the Contracting Parties. The measures are strengthening the
competitive situation of the supported enterprises in the global and within the energy and electricity
markets in the European Economic Area, where they actually or potentially compete with other energy
producers (38).

The Authority notes that quite a number of projects supported in the past (see section I 7 of this Decision)
might have fallen under the Act mentioned in point 1e) of Annex XV to the EEA Agreement (Commission
Regulation (EC) No 69/2001 of 12 January 2001 on the application of Articles 87 and 88 of the EC Treaty
to de minimis aid), because the allocated grants are below the de minimis threshold. However, this neither
applied to all of the supported projects nor was it a condition of the scheme.

As the electricity market is largely liberalised and there is trade flow in energy products and electricity
between the EEA States (e.g. Norway imports and exports a certain percentage of its energy), the described
(potential) distortion of competition takes place in relation to other EEA undertakings. This is further
demonstrated by the fact that various types of energy are traded in Nordpool, a common framework
between the Nordic countries. The Energy Fund system is therefore distorting or threatening to distort
competition and affect trade between the Contracting Parties.

2.4. New aid

The Norwegian government states that the programmes merged under the Energy Fund mechanism existed
before the entry of Norway into the European Economic Area. The schemes originally constituted existing
aid within the meaning of Article 1(b)(ii) in Part II of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement.

With the notification, the Norwegian authorities informed the Authority about alterations to the existing
aid. These consist of the 2002 merger of the schemes under the newly established Energy Fund, the new
administration of the support by creating the new administrative body Enova, which enjoys a large discre-
tion concerning granting the support, new objectives in that the measures under the schemes should
achieve certain measurable energy efficiency and production goals, as well as a new financing mechanism
(levy on the distribution tariff). These changes were accompanied by a new set of legal provisions on
Enova, which have an impact on the support granted in that the measures should now achieve new policy
objectives agreed in 2002 between the Norwegian State and Enova.
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(37) Contrary to the on site programme, the Norwegian authorities have not denied any discretion in favour of Enova in
this respect.

(38) E.g. in relation to traditional energy producers, hydro power producers or other renewable energy producers not
supported by Enova or companies not being supported for the application of energy efficiency measures.



These alterations were not purely of a technical or administrative nature (see Article 4(1) in the Authority's
Decision of 14 July 2004 (195/04/COL)), but significantly changed the previously existing system and its
legal framework, so that the modified support measures are to be classified as new aid within the meaning
of Article 1(c) in Part II to Protocol 3 of the Surveillance and Court Agreement.

The Energy Fund system was belatedly notified to the Authority (see section II.1 of this Decision) and
thereby infringed the standstill obligation in Article 1(3) in Part I of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and
Court Agreement. The aid is thus to be classified as ‘unlawful aid’ within the meaning of Article 1(f) in Part
II of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement. Any unlawful aid which is not declared compa-
tible with Article 61(3)(c) of the EEA Agreement, could be subject to recovery.

3. COMPATIBILITY OF THE AID

In the Authority's view, the aid measures do not comply with any of the exemptions provided for under
Article 61(2) or (3)(a), (b) and (d) of the EEA Agreement. Therefore, it needs to be assessed whether the aid
could be justified under Article 61(3)(c) of the EEA Agreement. Under this provision aid may be declared
compatible if ‘it facilitates the development of certain economic activities or of certain economic areas, where such aid
does not adversely affect trading conditions to an extent contrary to the common interest’.

The Authority has doubts whether the conditions of this provision, which are to be read in conjunction
with the Authority's Environmental Guidelines, are fulfilled. The Authority's 2001 Environmental Guide-
lines required the EFTA States to bring their environmental aid schemes into line with these guidelines
before 1 January 2002. The Norwegian authorities accepted this commitment by letter dated 6 July
2001 (39).

In the following assessment, the Authority will make a distinction between the Energy Fund system as noti-
fied to the Authority and applied since 1 January 2002 (see section II 3.1 of this Decision) and the future
changes envisaged by the Norwegian authorities which intend to make the support compatible with the
EEA State aid provisions (see section II 3.2. of this Decision).

3.1. The system as notified and applied since 1 January 2002

3.1.1. Support for production of renewable energy sources

The support granted by Enova has been characterised by the Norwegian authorities as investment aid. The
Authority has analysed the support measure in order to establish the nature of the aid. The difference
between the two forms of aid, investment aid and operating aid, is that the latter is aid which reduces the
charges resulting from ordinary everyday activities (running costs), which, in normal commercial circum-
stances, are borne out of the budget of the undertaking (40). However, according to the Authority's prelimi-
nary view, the support for renewable energy sources aims at concrete investments in an environmentally
friendly energy type and does not reduce ordinary running costs of the undertakings in question. The
Authority, at the present stage of the procedure, therefore classifies the aid as investment aid.

Investment aid for renewable energy production is, according to point D.1.3 (27) of the Environmental
Guidelines, allowed for 40 % of the eligible costs. However, where necessary — a criterion which is not
specified further — 100 % of the eligible costs can be supported, whereby the installations concerned will
then not be entitled to receive any further support. The eligible costs should be strictly confined to the
extra investment costs necessary to meet the environmental objectives, which means that these are normally
the extra costs borne by the firm compared with a conventional power plant with the same production
capacity (D 1.7 (32) of the Environmental Guidelines). The aid must be calculated net of the benefits
accruing from any capacity increase, cost saving engendered during the first five years of the life of the
investment and additional ancillary production during the five-year period. The Environmental Guidelines
stress (in point (27)) that the support of this energy source is one of the objectives which should be encou-
raged the most.

The Authority notes that the ‘extra cost approach’ of the Environmental Guidelines is not followed by the
system as notified, as no comparison with traditional energy production is carried out. This is sufficient for
the Authority to raise doubts on whether the approach by the Norwegian authorities to use a net present
value calculation instead, is compatible with the functioning of the EEA Agreement.
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(39) Doc. No 01-5475-A.
(40) See Case 409/00 Spain v Commission, [2003] ECR I- 1487, paragraph 55 with a reference to Case C-351/98, Spain v

Commission [2002] ECR I-8031 paragraph 43, Case T-459/93 Siemens SA v Commission – [1995] ECR II-1675 para-
graph 77.



As far as the notification of the Energy Fund system and its application until today is concerned, the
Authority does not have — at this stage of the assessment — to enter into a detailed analysis as to whether
alternatively the aid could be calculated according to the principles applied to operating aid (point D.3.3.1
(54) of the Guidelines). It suffices to note that even under the application of these principles, the Authority
would — without the envisaged amendments of the scheme mentioned under section I 9.2 of this Decision
— have doubts on the compatibility of the system as notified and applied until now.

The main concern is that the Energy Fund system — as applied hitherto — might in certain instances lead
to overcompensation, as the provisions regulating the Fund do not contain precise limitations to ensure
that the support does not exceed the difference between the market price of the energy concerned and the
production costs. In particular, the net present value calculation as suggested by Enova in the notification,
does not contain sufficiently clear stipulations of the single components of the calculation method, see
point (54), third subparagraph of the Environmental Guidelines. For example, it is not spelled out that the
aid may never exceed the threshold stipulated in point (54) of the Environmental Guidelines or that
support could only be given to achieve a zero net present value (41). However, as the net present value
calculation suggested by Enova includes a return on capital, the Authority is of the preliminary view that
support to be granted in excess of a zero net present value of the project will result in overcompensation.

Likewise, the Authority cannot be certain whether the chosen discount rate of 7 % is correct for all indu-
stries and whether the mechanism to establish the discount rate (by reference to government reports and
pre-established ranges of risk premiums for certain industries) is sufficient to establish a rate which
precludes overcompensation.

It is further stated that the system stipulates that an applicant has to inform Enova about any other applica-
tions of aid and that the Norwegian authorities will assure that the aid does not exceed the allowed thres-
hold under the Environmental Guidelines.

The Authority notes that the evaluation aid method presented by Enova (42) states that other government
aid is taken into consideration, without, however, explicitly referring to an upper threshold as stipulated
under point (54) of the Environmental Guidelines. The Authority is aware that some projects receive aid
from different sources (43) and can not be entirely certain whether the cumulation rule has been respected
by Enova in all cases.

As further eligible costs are not clearly defined in the system as notified, the Authority would also not be
able to ascertain that aid is indeed limited to plant depreciation as stipulated by point (54) of the Environ-
mental Guidelines (44).

3.1.2. Energy saving measures

The Authority notes that similarly to energy saving measures, the support envisaged by the Norwegian
authorities is not calculated according to methods which compare renewable energy production with
production of traditional energy, see point D.1.3 (25) and D.1.7 (32) of the Environmental Guidelines. This
raises doubts as to the compatibility of the system as notified and applied with the functioning of the EEA
Agreement.
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(41) See Annex 1 of Norway's letter of 11 September 2003. While it is stated in several places in the document that
Enova will establish under which conditions the project will break even, it is not explicitly stated anywhere that the
aid cannot surpass a zero net present value threshold or will respect the threshold mentioned in point (54) of the
Environmental Guidelines. On page 3 of the same letter the triggering off effect is linked to a positive investment deci-
sion, which is not necessarily identical to a zero net present value. In conjunction with the example quoted above,
section I 5.2 of this Decision, which showed a positive net present value after the granting of investment aid by
Enova, the Authority cannot be certain that the zero net present value has been respected in all instances. The
Authority notes that the wind project quoted under section I 5.2 of this Decision is only a model calculation from
which it cannot be necessarily deducted that the projects actually supported received excess aid. It further notes that
Norway later explained that the positive net present value resulted from too low a rate on return on capital.
However, the example only further confirms the Authority's view that the absence of sufficiently clear criteria could
create the opportunity for granting aid which is, inadvertently, in excess of Enova's own stipulations.

(42) In letter dated 11 September 2003 from the Norwegian authorities, Annex I, page 5.
(43) E.g. the Utsira project which receives aid from Enova, the Research and Development Council and the Norwegian

Pollution Control Authority.
(44) See on the notion of plant depreciation also section II 3.2.1 of this Decision.



As to the net present value calculation suggested by the Norwegian government and whether such a calcu-
lation could be justified, it suffices to state that — apart from the concern of overcompensation (see 3.1.1)
— the possibility mentioned under point D.3.3.1 (54) of the Environmental Guidelines — to whose princi-
ples the Norwegian authorities refer — is only open to renewable energy production and not to energy
saving measures. Also from the provisions on investment aid (point D.1.3 (25) of the Environmental
Guidelines) it becomes clear that renewable energy support is treated more favourably than energy saving
measures. While for the former up to 100 % of eligible costs might be supported (where necessary), the
support for energy saving measures is limited to 40 %. The Authority therefore has doubts that this calcula-
tion method could be used at all for energy saving measures.

3.1.3. Investment in new energy technology

At the present stage of the proceedings, the Authority does not yet have a full picture whether the support
of such technology is limited to renewable energy sources or could also cover other types of energy techno-
logy, which is relevant for determining which provisions of the Environmental Guidelines would apply to
the support in question.

In any event, as to the application of the net present value calculation, the Authority's preliminary findings
under section I 3.1.1 of this Decision would apply.

The Authority will investigate further whether the aid in question is investment support under the Environ-
mental Guidelines or rather aid for research and development which should have been assessed under the
Authority's Research and Development Guidelines.

3.1.4. Information and educational measures

The Authority does not have sufficient information to assess whether the projects exceeding the de minimis
threshold supported under this heading (in particular the programme on teaching material, educational
courses for technical personnel, the on site follow-up) can be declared compatible with Article 61(3)(c) of
the EEA Agreement.

The Authority notes that the schemes were not limited to small and medium sized companies, as stipulated
in the Act mentioned in point 1f) in Annex XV to the EEA Agreement (aid to small and medium-sized
enterprises) (45). Nor can the Authority be certain at this point whether such support would have been
limited to investment as stipulated in Article 4 of that Regulation.

Likewise the Authority does not have sufficient information to ascertain the application of the Act
mentioned as point 1 d) in Annex XV to the EEA Agreement (training aid) (46).

The Authority notes that in particular with regard to the advisory and consultancy services paid for by
Enova, some of the support might be acceptable as part of the eligible costs for energy saving measures or
investment support for renewable energy, or alternatively, under point D.2 (36) of the Environmental
Guidelines, as far as small and medium sized enterprises are concerned. However, the Authority does not
have sufficient information on all the projects supported so far to make this analysis and notes in general
that the system as such does not contain any limitation to these companies. The Authority does not see
any other Guidelines or Block exemptions that would justify these measures.

3.2. The system with the envisaged amendments by the Norwegian authorities

3.2.1. Renewable energy investment support

The Authority will, during the formal investigation procedure, examine whether the net present value
calculation suggested by the Norwegian authorities can be accepted for the grant of investment aid. The
starting point for the Authority's analysis is point D.1.3 (27) of the Environmental Guidelines which stipu-
lates that the rate for investment in support of renewable energy sources is 40 % of the eligible costs.
Where necessary — a criterion not further specified in the Environmental Guidelines — investment aid up
to 100 % of eligible costs can be granted. The eligible costs (see point D.1.7 (32) of the Environmental
Guidelines) normally consist of the extra costs borne by the firm in comparison to a conventional power
plant with the same capacity.
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(45) See fn. 22 of this Decision.
(46) See fn. 23 of this Decision.



At this stage in the proceedings, the Authority makes the following observations on the use of the net
present value calculation as suggested by the Norwegian authorities. The method proposed by Norway does
not make a straight comparison between a renewable energy project and a chosen conventional plant.
However, the net present value method may, with certain assumptions, ascertain that there will never be
any overcompensation in the sense that the received support exceeds the extra investment costs.

We may compare a renewable energy plant to a hypothetical conventional plant of the same capacity in
terms of output, but with different cost structures. A stylized example assuming constant flows of revenue
and operating costs over a given time span may shed light on the relationship between a subsidy to a rene-
wable plant and the extra investment costs such a plant would require compared to a conventional plant.
Letting subscript 1 relate to conventional plants and subscript 2 to renewable plants, and introducing the
following variables,

r = annual revenue

ck = annual operating costs, k = 1,2

Ik = investment costs, k = 1,2

ik = required rate of return k = 1,2

n = number of years

dk = present value factor of future cash flows =
Xn

j = 1

1
1 þ ikð Þj

, k = 1,2

S = subsidy to make net present value of renewable plant equal to zero,

one can write:

(1) rd1 – c1d1 – I1 = 0

implying that the net present value of a conventional plant is equal to zero (*), and furthermore

(2) rd2 – c2d2 – I2 + S = 0 (**).

As (1) = (2), S can be expressed as

(3) S = (I2–I1) + (r–c1) d1 – (r–c2)d2

It is evident that for a given investment in a renewable energy plant, S, will increase the higher the opera-
ting costs, c2, are. Likewise, the subsidy will increase the higher the required rate of return, i2, is and conse-
quently the lower d2 is. The higher the discount factor is, the lower the present value of the future net
income stream, r – c2, is.

If the required rate of return is equal for a conventional and a renewable energy plant, i.e. i1 = i2 and
d1 = d2 = d,

(4) can be written:

(5) S = (I2 – I1) – (c1 – c2)d.

This implies that as long as operating costs for a conventional plan, c1, are higher than those for a rene-
wable plant, c2, then the subsidy, S, will be smaller than the extra investment costs for the renewable plant,
(I2 – I1). In that case there is no risk for overcompensation in that the subsidy will exceed 100 % of the
extra investment costs.
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(*) In practice it would be equal to zero or positive, otherwise it would not be brought about. For simplicity it is
assumed here that it equals zero.

(**) As the plants are equal in size, the sales revenue, r, will be the same in both cases.



It may be illustrative to look at some concrete examples. The actual wind energy project referred to in
section I.9.2 above required an investment aid of NOK 38 million. On the basis of the data in the table on
operating costs for various power plants in the same section, it may be reasonable to assume that operating
costs for a conventional plant may be twice as high as for the wind energy project. Using such an assump-
tion and applying the formulas above, the aid intensity for the mentioned wind energy project, measured
as subsidy in relation to extra investment costs will be 40 %. It is thus assumed that the required rate of
return, 6,33 %, is equal for both projects. If, however, the required rate of return for the wind project
would be 2 percentage points higher, i.e. 8,33 %, the subsidy amount would increase to some NOK 52
million and the aid intensity would increase to 55 %.

In the cases described, where operating costs are twice as high for conventional as for renewable energy
plants, it is rather unlikely that there would be any overcompensation. This would occur only with excep-
tionally high risk premiums attached to renewable energy projects, and hence these projects would be
rather unrealistic.

On the other hand, if the operating costs for a renewable energy plant approach the operating costs for a
conventional plant and the required return for the former is higher than for the latter due to a perceived
extra risk related to investment in renewable energy, the picture may be different. If it is assumed that
operating costs are equal for both alternatives, c1 = c2 = c, then (4) can be written:

(6) S = (I2 – I1) + (r – c)(d1 – d2).

Higher required return for a renewable energy plant means that d2 < d1, and in that case the subsidy will
exceed the extra investment costs.

According to point 10 in section I.9.2 above, Norway commits itself not to grant aid to renewable energy
projects for operating costs that exceed those for conventional plants. In the Authority's understanding, this
may mean that operating costs equal to those for conventional plants may be covered. If this under-
standing is correct, the result may be, in light of what has been said just above, still overcompensation.

However, the commitment as stated in point 9 and 5 in section I.9.2 may pose a more efficient constraint
for the amount of aid granted. According to this commitment, the Norwegian authorities will, except for
biomass, not grant aid beyond the threshold in point (54) of the Environmental Guidelines. Point (54) esta-
blishes that operating aid may be granted to compensate for the difference between production costs of
renewable energy and the market price for the power concerned. However, the aid may be limited to plant
depreciation.

At the outset, aid to compensate for the difference between production costs and market price is just what
is necessary to achieve a net present value for the project equal to zero. As long as this aid is less than the
actual depreciation, it is considered to be compatible.

While point (54) of the Guidelines refers to current operating aid, the Authority's preliminary view is that
the principle thus established may as well be applied to aid granted in relation to an investment provided
that the value of the aid does not get higher than point (54) provides for. That will be taken care of if the
value of annual depreciation is discounted to present value and that this value sets a ceiling of the amount
of aid that can be granted.

According to this principle investment aid may be granted to compensate for the difference between
production costs and market price as long as this amount is lower than the discounted value of future
depreciation.

As explained above the amount of an investment subsidy aimed at compensating for the difference
between production costs and market price will increase with increasing discount factor (required rate of
return including risk premium). In that case the present value of future net operating income will diminish
thus requiring more aid to make the project profitable.

While the amount of subsidy thus increases with increasing requirements to return, the present value of
annual depreciation decreases. This limits the amount of aid that can be granted as risk premiums and thus
requirements of return on investment in renewable energy projects increases. The project as mentioned in
I.9.2 above may illustrate this. The aid amount was calculated to NOK 38 million using a discount rate of
6,33 %. Assuming a linear depreciation over the life-time of the project, the present value of depreciation
is NOK 61 million. If the discount factor were to be increased, the amount of aid would need to be
increased to break even while the value of future depreciation would decrease. At a discount rate of 8,25 %
the need for subsidy would be NOK 51,4 million. The present value of future depreciation would reach the
same amount. Higher discount rates would increase the amount required to break even while the allowable
subsidy would decrease making the project unprofitable and hence unworkable.
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As the present value of future depreciation is unaffected by development of operating costs, it is also
constraining how much subsidy can be granted because of increasing operating costs. As shown above the
present value of future depreciation in the quoted example, using a discount factor of 6,33 %, is NOK 61
million. If operating costs were higher than in the quoted example, that could be catered for to the extent
that the total subsidy was within this limit. In the concrete example, operating costs 40 % higher than
those specified could be compensated for, but not more than that.

As stated above, in the Authority's preliminary view the principles of point (54) of the Environmental
Guidelines can be used to allow for such a calculation method. According to point (54) of the Environ-
mental Guidelines, aid to renewable energy projects can be granted as the difference between the produc-
tion costs of a renewable energy project and the market price, limited however to plant depreciation, which
is, in the Authority's view, to be understood as investment depreciation. Against this background, the
Authority then notes that the aid granted under point D.3.3. (54), while described under the heading
‘operating aid’, in reality also concerns investment aid. In other words, both aid given under point D.1.3
(27) and aid given under point D.3.3 (54) in reality deal with investment support (47). This can be already
derived from point (53) of the Environmental Guidelines which introduces the operating aid calculation
with the words that ‘in the renewable energy field, unit investment costs are particularly high and generally account
for a significant proportion of the firms' costs and do not allow firms to charge competitive prices on the market.’
Based on the assumption that it is the high (extra) investment costs which cause the competitive disadvan-
tage, point (54) of the Environmental Guidelines allows for the covering of these investment costs (plant
depreciation) in full (i.e. up to 100 %), as far as they cannot be covered by the market price. The support
by Enova respects this threshold.

It should be noted that contrary to how operating aid is normally treated under the State aid provisions,
for renewable energy projects the Environmental Guidelines stipulate that operating aid should normally
be allowed, see point (49) of the Environmental Guidelines (48). A renewable energy project can legitimately
receive both investment aid and operating aid under the Environmental Guidelines, as long as the threshold
for operating aid is not exceeded (see point D.3.3.1 (54), second paragraph of the Environmental Guide-
lines (49)). This shows that Enova could legitimately have chosen to support these projects solely on the
basis of operating aid principles and granted up to 100 % of the investment costs exceeding the market
price with an aid scheme which granted project financing in instalments rather than in the form of a lump
sum payment foreseen by the Energy Fund system. The difference of a one-off investment lump sum
payment as envisaged by the Norwegian authorities compared to an operating aid system which would
grant aid in fixed instalments over a certain period of time, is small. While administratively easier to
handle, the aid granted by Enova might be rather less distortive than a continuous classical operating aid
scheme (50). The Authority will analyse this point further in its investigation.

In the formal investigation procedure the Authority will further investigate the possibilites of Enova to
grant further assistance for the energy produced by the project. Point (54) of the Environmental Guidelines
stipulates that aid might only be granted for plant depreciation and that ‘[a]ny further energy produced by the
plant will not qualify for any assistance’. In the Authority's preliminary view this formulation constitutes a
concretisation of the proportionality test under Article 61(3)(c) of the EEA Agreement which provides for
only so much aid so that a project can reach the (horizontal) objectives, in this case environmental protec-
tion. The need for support for renewable energy projects is based on the competitive disadvantage which
these projects face in relation to traditional energy production. They are therefore entitled to receive aid to
reach the market. The aid is therefore smaller the bigger the income base of the project. In concrete terms,
the Authority is concerned that without any further modifications to the Enova system, projects funded by
Enova might receive, in future, State support. Given that the net present value calculation used by Enova
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(47) The only exception is support for biomass, for which the ‘real’ running costs of the company are supported, if it
exceeds the investment; see point (55) of the Environmental Guidelines.

(48) Normally investment aid and operating aid are treated according to very different principles under the State aid
provisions, taking into account that operating aid normally does not contribute to any horizontal objectives but just
reduces the company's running costs without creating an overall benefit for society. Operating aid should therefore,
in principle, not be allowed under the State aid provisions. Here, however, the Environmental Guidelines make a
different choice for the support of renewable energy projects.

(49) The aids would then be calculated together to establish that the threshold of point (54) is not exceeded. See e.g.
Commission Decisions N 727/2002 – the Netherlands, MEP – Stimulating renewable energy and N266/2003 – the
Netherlands, The Q7 Wind project, where the project first received operating aid and later investment aid. The Euro-
pean Commission established, in the second decision, that the investment aid added to the already authorised opera-
ting aid scheme did not exceed the maximum operating aid amount.

(50) In this respect it should also be noted that the European Commission has, in its decision on investment aid which
has been calculated according to the extra cost approach, also taken the companies' operating costs into account,
see e.g. N 266/2003 – the Netherlands, where the operating costs of the company were considered in the asses-
sment of the cost savings calculation. This demonstrates that for both, investment aid and operating aid, operating
costs are indeed to be considered. It is therefore not to Norway's advantage that the calculation method in D.3.3.1
(54) of the Environmental Guidelines includes the operating costs as a calculation factor.



already includes a fair return on capital, such further support is likely to result in excess profit. The Autho-
rity will therefore investigate whether there is need for a further limitation to the system, in that a
supported project, which has reached a zero net present value and for which the threshold of point (54) of
the Environmental Guidelines has been met, is not entitled to receive further support, regardless of whether
this support would legally qualify as State aid. This would mean that under the item ‘income’ in the net
present value calculation used by Enova, all income must be taken into account, i.e. not only commercial
revenues, but also other benefits resulting from State intervention.

The Authority notes positively that regarding the possible introduction of a green certificate system (51)
which might be introduced in the near future, the Norwegian authorities have stated that contracts with
recipients of Enova support contain a clause stipulating that the whole amount of investment support must
be reimbursed prior to entry. As the Authority has doubts on the necessity of the aid, it will examine
whether the clause must be extended to other types of government invention.

The Authority still questions the Norwegian authorities' suggestion that the net present value calculation
for renewable energy projects should also cover such projects which, due to higher operating costs which
cannot be supported in the Authority's view, end up with a negative present value. The Norwegian authori-
ties have suggested to the Authority to amend the Energy Fund system in that ‘operating costs which exceed
the operating costs for traditional power production from oil, gas and coal will not be included in the net present value
calculation described in number 2 (52). Hence renewable energy projects shall not be compensated for operating costs
higher than for traditional power production from oil, gas and coal.’ The Authority is not certain whether such
projects would not better fit the logic of the support of new energy technologies and should be supported
under that programme. The current approach seem to involve a deviation from the rationale of the net
present value approach in that the support should enable the project to reach the market, which with the
formulation chosen by Norway would not be the case. The Authority will investigate this point further.

As to the eligible costs, the Authority notes that the Norwegian authorities wish to base the investment
costs on the list of accepted cost items in Commission Decision N75/2002 (53). The Authority might find
support for these costs acceptable, as long as they concern extra investment necessary to meet the environ-
mental objective. However, the Authority already states at this stage of the procedure that only such costs
which actually occur in a project can be supported. E.g. as far as the Commission Decision, in the case of
Finland, accepted certain costs related to district heating items, these cost items cannot be transferred to
other projects. The Authority further notes that in line with Commission Decision N 266/2003 — O7
wind project, the Netherlands, the financial costs of the project are not eligible. This covers the deprecia-
tion, the recipient's overhead costs, interest paid, adherence fees and deductible taxes. The Norwegian
authorities have confirmed to the Authority that financial costs will not be included in the calculation,
neither will so-called ‘miscellaneous’ or ‘indemnity costs’.

In its assessment the Authority will also take into account that according to point D.1.3 (27) of the Envi-
ronmental Guidelines, renewable energy sources are one of the environmental objectives that should be
encouraged the most. While Norway uses predominantly renewable energy in the form of hydro power,
there could be concerns about a potential increase of energy imports into Norway, given that hydro power
suffers from various instabilities. In order not to substitute the dependency on hydro power with a depen-
dency on energy imports (from fossil fuels), the Norwegian authorities have developed the current support
scheme.

3.3. Energy saving measures

The Norwegian authorities suggest amending the notified system (see section I. 9.3 of this Decision) and
intend, for the support of energy saving measures, to apply the ‘extra cost approach’ as stipulated in points
(27) and (32) of the Environmental Guidelines. The Authority notes that this approach as such is in line
with the Environmental Guidelines.

3.4. New energy technologies

Given that the Norwegian authorities are considering reviewing the mechanism, the Authority cannot yet
form a final view on this aid measure. If unchanged, the comments made under section II 3.1.3 of this
Decision remain valid.
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(51) A system by which power producers earn Green Certificates as proof of energy being generated from renewable
sources. For additional revenue, producers can sell their Green Certificates separately from their electricity. The certi-
ficates are often traded at a minimum price set by the Government, which may not classify as State aid. See Case C-
379/98 Preussen Elektra [2001] ECR I-2099. Norway is considering the introduction of such a system possibly for
2007.

(52) See section I 9.2. number 10 of this Decision.
(53) See fn. 28 of this Decision.



3.5. Information and education measures

The Authority notes that the majority of the programmes, i.e. the programme on the development of
teaching materials and learning concepts, as well as the education courses in energy for technical personnel
and engineers/on site follow up ended on 1 January 2004. If any of these programmes — or similar
programmes — are to be started again, the Authority should be notified in case the programme triggers
off a notification requirement (e.g. programmes above the de minimis threshold, etc.) The Authority there-
fore does not need to further comment on the projects.

As to the advisory and consultancy services, the Authority is still awaiting further information from the
Norwegian authorities as to whether these services should be only given to small and medium sized under-
takings in the future and might therefore be acceptable either under point (36) of the Environmental
Guidelines in conjunction with Commission Regulation (EC) No 70/2001 on aid to small and medium
sized enterprises or as part of the investment costs for energy saving measures according to points (27),
(32) of the Environmental Guidelines. The Authority cannot, therefore, develop a definite view on this
support measure.

As to the programme in favour of local municipalities, the Authority is awaiting further explanation as to
the way in which it is guaranteed that the programme does not benefit the commercial activities of the
local authorities.

3.6. Annual Reporting

If the Authority were to accept the amended Energy Fund system in a final Decision, it would require the
Norwegian authorities to report in a detailed manner on the support of, in particular, the energy saving
measures, renewable energy products and new energy technologies. However, the details of the reporting
obligation will only emerge during the formal investigation procedure.

3.7. The financing mechanism

According to established case law, one cannot separate an aid measure from the method by which it is
financed. As the European Court of Justice has held, the financing mechanism of a support scheme might
render the whole aid incompatible with the common market (54), in particular if it entails discriminatory
aspects. The need to consider the financing mechanism together with the aid scheme is in particular reque-
sted, when the levy has been explicitly created for the financing of the aid scheme, which is the case for
the Energy Fund.

This means that the Authority has to take into account that the measures supported by the Energy Fund
are financed via a levy on the distribution tariff. This levy on the distribution tariff, while not levied on the
energy production as such, will indirectly also concern imported energy. In this respect the Authority
notes, in particular, that the levy is linked to the volume of energy consumption, and not levied at a fixed
rate (55). However, the link to the volume generally reflects the polluter-pays principle of the Environmental
Guidelines and, in line with Commission practice, the financing mechanism might be declared compatible
with the State aid provisions (56).

In this respect it should be taken into account that there is no restriction in the whole support scheme that
the aid should only benefit Norwegian producers. In particular for energy saving measures, it is likely that
a certain share of subsidiaries of foreign companies active in Norway will profit from the measures.
However, the Authority will require further information on this point to form a final view.
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(54) Cases C-261/01 and C-262/01, Belgische Staat between Calster, Cleeren, Openbaar Slachthuis NV, paragraph 46, Case
C-47/69 France v Commission [1970] ECR 487, paragraph 4.

(55) This was considered relevant in some Commission decisions on ‘stranded costs’, see N 161/04 — Portugal and
N 490/2000. In the two cases, the levy was linked to consumption, but was not shared equally between domestic
and foreign operators. However, at this stage it is not clear whether this case law is relevant for the present case.

(56) See e.g. Commission Decision 707/2002 — the Netherlands, N 553/01 — Ireland.



4. CONCLUSION

The Authority therefore concludes that it has doubts as to whether the Energy Fund system is compatible
with the functioning of the EEA Agreement, in particular with Article 61(3)(c) of the EEA Agreement in
conjunction with the Authority's Environmental Guidelines. These doubts concern the system as notified in
2003 and applied since 1 January 2002. The Authority in particular notes that it does not have informa-
tion on the projects so far supported by the Energy Fund to establish whether they would be in compliance
with the amended Energy Fund system, should the Authority accept the latter suggestions by the Norwe-
gian authorities. The doubts, however, also extend to some aspects of the suggested amendments for the
future application of the system, as outlined in this Decision.

Consequently, and in accordance Article 4(4) in Part II of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and Court
Agreement, the Authority is obliged to open the procedure provided for in Article 1(2) in Part I of
Protocol 3 of the Surveillance and Court Agreement. The decision to open proceedings is without
prejudice to the final decision of the Authority, which may conclude that the measures in question
are compatible with the functioning of the EEA Agreement.

In light of the foregoing considerations, the Authority, acting under the procedure laid down in Article
1(2) in Part I of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement, requests the Norwegian authorities to
submit its comments within one month of the date of receipt of this Decision.

In light of the foregoing considerations, the Authority requires the Norwegian government, within one
month of receipt of this Decision, to provide all documents, information and data needed for the asses-
sment of the compatibility of the support measures under the Energy Fund,

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION:

1. The Authority has decided to open the formal investigation procedure provided for in Article 1(2) in
Part I of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement with regard to the Norwegian Energy
Fund.

2. The Norwegian government is requested, pursuant to Article 6(1) in Part II of Protocol 3 to the
Surveillance and Court Agreement, to submit its comments on the opening of the formal inve-
stigation procedure within one month from the notification of this Decision and to provide all
such information as may help to assess the aid measure.

3. The Norwegian government shall be informed by means of a letter containing a copy of this Decision.

4. The EC Commission shall be informed, in accordance with Protocol 27(d) of the EEA Agreement, by
means of a copy of this Decision.

5. Other EFTA States, EC Member States, and interested parties shall be informed by the publishing of this
Decision in its authentic language version, accompanied by a meaningful summary in languages other
than the authentic language version, in the EEA Section of the Official Journal of the European Union and
the EEA Supplement thereto, inviting them to submit comments within one month from the date of
publication.

6. This Decision is authentic in the English language.

Done at Brussels, 18 May 2005.

For the EFTA Surveillance Authority
Einar M. BULL

Acting President

Bernd HAMMERMANN

College Member
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